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Extra fees not paid, but no disenrollment
Students who
don’t pay
can’t register
By Lori Sinsley
Daly stall writer

More than 2,000 students failed to pay
additional fees requested earlier this
semester, but instead of being disenrolled,
they will be blocked from registering for
any more classes, according to school offi-

cials.
A fee increase notice was mailed to students before the semester began advising
them that they had to pay more money
because of state budget cuts. Registration
costs rose $12 and $18 depending on how
many units students were enrolled in.
Anyone with six units or less was asked
to pay $324 as opposed to $312. Students
enrolled in more than six units were to pay
$489 instead of the original $471 cost.
An estimated 2,200 students neglected to
pay the fee increase, according to a memo
released by Barbara Green. director of fiscal services.
Initially, the university threatened stu-

dents with disenrolbrnent if they didn’t pay
the extra amount by Sept. 14. Now that the
date has passed and all financial records
have been updated, officials changed their
course of action, according to Green.
"We could have dropped all the students
from their courses but we realized with the
new option, it would still work and it was
the more considerate and humane thing to
do," Green said.
The option is part of the student information system, a new campuswide computer data base which keeps records for each
person enrolled in classes. By using a last
name or social security number, SJSU
administrators can call up a record from a

massive database that contains all the academic and financial information for every
student.
"Student Financial Services has not pursued more vigorous collection procedures
(such as disenrollment) because the new
Student Information System (SIS) gives
them the capability of managing the issue
in a more equitable manner," stated a news
release from Green.
Before they can register, students must
pay all delinquent fees.
’The touch-tone system will block students who haven’t paid the fees from registering," Green said.
Anyone who owes money will be told

there is a financial hold on their record.
Additionally, the university has charged
each delinquent account a $10 late fee.
Financial holds are placed on student
accounts anytime when more than $10 is
owed to the university and certain services
become unavailable. In the past, student
grades, transcripts or graduation were held
up until fees were paid.
"This way everyone will wind up paying
their fair share and it should be impossible
for anyone to slip through the system,"
according to Green.
Anyone wishing to check their financial
status can contact student financial services
at 924-1620.

Moulder morale
’very promising’
By Angus Klein

Byrd was upgraded from stable
to fair condition on Monday while
If the morale displayed by three Young, who no longer requires a
of the SJSU community members respirator to help him breath and
instrumental in handling the Moul- who ate for the first time Wednesder Hall fire crisis is any indication day, was upgraded from critical
of the morale of the fire victims, condition to serious condition,
they’re in good shape.
according to Dallas Allen, Valley
In a press conference Tuesday, Medical Center nursing supervisor.
Dean Batt. dean of student serThe two French exchange stuvices, Fred Najar. SJSU director of dents who had their hands burned,
housing and Associated Students Slyvin Mehaute, 22, and Valerie
President Arneze Washington Audoit, 21, flew home to Quintin
declared that the aftermath of the and Bazas, France respectively.
crisis is "very promising."
soon after being released Monday
An upbeat tone dominated the night from San Jose Medical Cenconference in which the trio ter, according to Christi Welter,
praised the SJSU community for its SJMC director of public relations.
help in comforting the victims.
Mehaute may need further
"This community has displayed surgery on his hands. Welter said.
real spirit," Batt said. "SJSU
Washington also complimented
showed that it is not an average those students who have shown
community, it is a community that support for the victims and encourcares."
aged further monetary and emoNajar praised those faculty
tional support.
members and students who conWashington held up a post card,
tributed monetarily and otherwise that was about the size of a
in assisting the victims.
monopoly board and was inscribed
"I feel very good about the with several signatures wishing
resources that were provided to get Moulder residents well, to give an
us back to normalcy." Najar said.
example of ways students can supNajar made it clear that further port their unfortunate peers. Najar
monetary donations will be wel- said a major concem of UHS has
comed and needed by the fire vic- been to allow the displaced resitims, particularly hospitalized dents to return to their rooms. Most
SJSU students Thomas Byrd, 18. of the third floor residents of Mouland Brian Young. 18.
der have been living on the first
"The university doesn’t have floor of Moulder or in Markham
enough money to satisfy their Hall, Najar said.
(Byrd’s and Young’s) monetary
The third floor west wing of
needs," Najar said.
Set BAIT, page 7.
Daily stall miter

Cathedral
celebrates
opening
I EFT - San Jose Bishop Pierre DuMaine blessed
the newly renovated St. Joseph’s Cathedral and gave
a welcoming speech Sunday, opening the historic
church to the community. DuMaine said the building represents the soul of the city.
B()V E - Approximately 4,000 people turned out
for the re-opening ceremonies. Here a crowd waits
at the steps of the cathedral for the guided tours
tieing given inside. The renovation cost about $17
million.

Photos by Ken Kwok

Alcohol tax debated on campus
ELECTION
1990
By Mark Adams
Special b the Daly

Spints were high as proponents
and opponents of Proposition 134
debated the merits of the "nickcl-adrink" tax increase.
Spokesmen from "Yes on 134"
and "Taxpayers for Common
Sense" had a sometimes -heated
debate Tuesday in front of six
onlookers at the Associated Students Board of Directors Chambers.
Robert Rios. a spokesperson for
Taxpayers for Common Sense, and
Ed Foglia president of the California Teachers Association, opposed
the legislation, calling it "bad government." They said it serves only
the groups which authored the initiative.
Willis Fmk, a member of (TA,
and Victor Colman, a spokesperson
for Yes on 134. argued that the initiative achieves what legislators
won’t do, "make alcohol pay for
the damage it causes."

Ann Nelson Daily %OR photcgrapher
Ed Foglia, president of the California Teachers Association, and
Robert Rios, a volunteer speaker for Taxpayers for Common Sense
speak at a debate on Proposition 134 Tuesday.
Prop. 134, the Alcohol Tax Ad
of 1990. proposes an increased
excise surcharge equivalent to a
"nickel -a-drink" on producers and
wholesalers or alcoholic beverages
sold in California.
If implemented, funds raised
from Prop. 134 would be earmarked for programs in the areas of
alcoholism recovery, prevention.
victim counseling, law enforcement
and medical treatment.
An increased alcohol tax a good

idea but Prop. 134 is flawed, Rios
and Foglia said.
Near the end of the debate, Finck
blasted Foglia and the teacher’s
organization for aligning itself with
the alcohol industry.
"Mr. Foglia and the current leadership of CIA are willing to prostitute the name of a fine teacher
organization by making that organization the primary voice of the
See PROP, page 7

Park safety
questioned
by group
By Susanna Cesar
Daly staff weer
On a sunny day last July,
Colleen Palamantes put her 2year-old son and a friend’s
one -year-old into a double
stroller.
She took three -year-old
Alex by the hand and they
walked down the street to
Roosevelt Park to have a picnic and to play.
But as they were enjoying
sandwiches and juice, a
scruffy drunk came up to
Alex and wanted to touch
him.
Talamantes said she looked
lor other adults to help her,
hut there were only other
vagrants drinking alcohol.
So she bundled up the children as fast as she could and
See PARA’, page 7

Mayoral candidate
coming to campus
ELECTION
1990
By Angus Klein
Daly stall Wilier
San Jose mayoral candidate
Frank Fiscalini has scheduled an
appearance on campus today at
11:45 am. to conduct a question
and answer session on issues concerning SJSU.
Fiscalini plans to meet students
in front of the Student Union in an
informal forum. Except for the closure of San Carlos Street, Fiscalini
doesn’t plan and agenda of items
he will speak about. but rather he
will answer the questions asked.
Fiscalini will field questions
until noon and then he will climb
the stairs ol the Student Union to
appear at a reception in the Associaied Students office, from noon to
1230 p.m.
The reception is scheduled to he
hosted by A.S. President Ameze
Washington. Mike Potter 01 Cam-

pus Democrats, Theresa Jacob,
president of College Republicans
and Blair Whitney, AS. director of
community affairs.
"It’s a way for the students to
become aware of the candidates
and the issues in the campaign,"
Whitney said.
Fiscalini is opposed by city
councilwoman Susan Hammer in
the election. The two are scheduled
to appear at a forum Friday in
Japantown. They are set to square
off at 7 p.m. at the Wesley Church
Hall, 566 N. Fifth St.
District 3 city council candidates
Pete Carina and David Pandon are
also scheduled to appear at the
forum, hosted by the Japantown
Business Association and the San
Jose Nihontnachi Corporation.
Fiscalini’s visit coincides with
the visit of gubernatorial candidate
Dianne Feinstein.
Joining Feinstein will be Leo
McCarthy, California’s lieutenant
governor. March Fong Eu, secretary ot state and Kathleen Brown.
candidate for treasurer.
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EDITORIAL

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Improving our society

Speaking up for beliefs; Democrat
misidentified; VSA explained

is time to redress some of
Itsociety’s wrongs.
Propositions 144 and147 are a
step in the right direction.
eir:troOrrk
The two proposals on next week’s
ballot allocate money to build
additional prisons a side of society
that was ignored and neglected, until
overcrowding, many sentences are cut
it finally became a serious enough
short and criminals released before
problem to attract widespread interest.
their original court-ordered time. It is
State and county correctional
a sad statement about our society that
facilities are grossly overcrowded. In
we don’t have the ability to punish
the past decade, the number of felons
wrongdoers simply because we have
in our state prisons has increased
no place to put them.
more than 400 percent from 23,000
In this same light, Proposition 129
to 95,000 and the prison system is
would allocate bond money for drug
still 180 percent over capacity.
enforcement.
Proposition 144 would provide for a
bond issue of $450 million to
rugs are a large part of the
construct and renovate prisons and
reason that jails are
California Youth Authority facilities.
overcrowded to begin with.
Proposition 147 would raise $250
A combination of additional jails and
million in bonds for county prisons
restricting of the drug trade will strike
and youth facilities.
a strong blow to the present prison
debacle.
Proposition 150 on the other hand,
money would not only ease
wants to give bond money, $2013
The
overcrowding but offer more
million of it, to remodeling and
humane treatment for
maintaining present courthouse
criminals and youth offenders. The
facilities. Let’s face it
courthouses
old argument that says criminals
are, be definition, not pleasant places.
deserve what they get is fallacious.
We don’t need prettier courthouses in
Criminals are humans and deserve the
which to try criminals.
same basic treatment that all humans
We need better programs to help
expect.
them and more places to put them.
We, the law-abiding citizens, also
Propositions 129, 144 and 147 will
stand to profit by the construction of
help give us these. Proposition 150
new prisons. Currently, to help ease
won’t.

ELECTION

Editor,
I hope that other members of the
campus community are
as
disappointed as I am with the SJSU
response to Shelby Steele’s book,
"The Content of Our Character."
There is an unavoidable lesson to
be drawn from the hysteria at his Oct.
11 reading and from the intolerance
of the academic lynch mobs that
pillared his book in subsequent
forums: Woe to anybody at SJSU
who publicly challenges approved
thinking!
The panels that discussed Steele’s
book seemed much less interested in
weighing his ideas than in
stigmatizing him for heresy.
Apparently, SJSU’s commitment to
diversity does not extend to ideas.
Professor
Steele
deserves

1990

CAMPUS VOICE ARNEZE WASHINGTON

I ask you to utilize your
single most powerful
Constitutional right . . .
on election day, Nov. 6, for the candidates of
your choice.
In addition, if you have moved or relocated
without re-registering, you may call your
local voter registration office located in your
respective counties for information.
Also, you may contact your voter
registration office for information about
working at the polls.
Remember, we can have an impact on our
future and we can avenge the injustices
experienced by our parents by participating in
the political process on election day. Thus,
cast your ballot for the candidates of your
choice on lliesday with pride.
Arneze Washington is the President of the
Associated Students.

Corrections and amplifications
In an Oct. 25 advertisement paid for by
Fiscalini for Mayor, Mike Potter’s position
with the Campus Democrats was
misidentified. Potter is a former president
of Campus Democrats.
Accuracy is as important as speed of
delivery in daily journalism. However, in

our deepest respect for having the
courage to pursue a controversial and
unpopular line of inquiry. It could not
have been easy for him to make a
choice between honesty and the risk
of alienating his closest peers.
I can’t speak for what others saw at
Steele’s Oct. 11 reading. What I saw
was a rare display of moral courage
and intellectual integrity, a person
holding to his principles in the face
of deliberate distortion and
misunderstanding.
I hope our minority students
noticed that it was a black man
reminding our campus of what it is
supposed to stand up for.
Scott Rice
Professor
English

Editor,
In the paid political advertisement
for Frank Fiscalini appearing in a
special section of the October 25th
issue of the Spartan Daily, there
needs to be a clarification.
At the time the advertisement was
shot, Mike Potter was President of
the Campus Democrats. In the
beginning of October Mike resigned
to take a job with Victory 1990. I was
the Vice -Chair of the club and am
now the President of the Campus
Democrats.
Representing the club, I would like
to make it perfectly clear that the
club did not endorse in the mayoral
race and that Mike Potter’s
appearance in the advertisement was
purely personal, not representational.
The mayoral race is non-partisan
and therefore the Campus Democrats
have not leant their name to either
candidate.

Don’t abuse your right
The right to vote: A political perspective.
The 1990s bring forth a new decade and a
new era for the college student. This year, you
and I and our fellow students have the
awesome privilege of participating in a
process that many of our parents could only
dream of: in particular, the right to vote.
It has been said that presently, a person’s
vote is meaningless. Likewise, it has been
suggested that because one has to choose the
lesser of two evils, the political process is null
and void. Although a portion of the preceding
argument may be true, it is not accurate.
History reminds us of the days when
women could not vote because of gender,
when people of color could not vote because
of race and when the financially
disadvantaged could not vote because of
income. It was with much blood, sweat and
tears that these groups were finally allowed to
vote.
As their prosperity, we should not allow
their struggles to be forgotten. Thus, I ask you
to utilize your single most powerful
Constitutional right, namely the right to vote. I
also ask you not to abuse this right by not
using it. Furthermore, I encourage you to vote

something better than our scorn for
trying to explore a topic too delicate
for most of us to discuss openly and
race relations, and for
honestly
daring to suggest that even
affirmative action could use some
reassessment (our campus’ litmus
paper test for politically correct
thinking: if you have reservations
about it, you are a racist).
In an academic setting, there are
certain conventions we must insist
on. One is a tolerance for
independent thought, even when it
threatens our most cherished pieties:
the ones that make us feel good about
ourselves. We can have no
intellectual life worthy of the name
when it is acceptable only to toe a
party line.
If for nothing else, Steele deserves

the collection and processing of
information, mistakes do occur.
Please bring all errors in the Spartan
Daily to the attention of Rob Neill.
Executive Editor, or Adam Steinhauer,
Managing Editor/Editorial at (408) 9243280.

Merry C. Lindsay
Campus Democrats President
Senior
Political Science
Editor,
I think it is about time readers
know the facts about the conflicting
situation involving the Vietnamese
Student Association.
In late September Thinh Ha’s letter
to the editor appeared in the Spartan
Daily. His letter was comprised of his
opinions and criticisms on how last
year’s administration ran the VSA.
Everyone has the right to his/her
own opinion(s), and Thinh Ha is
entitled to his. However, in the
Spartan Daily, Oct. 4, Thinh Ha
made false accusations and serious
allegations against the former V.S.A
president (whom he was in conflict
with) and the VSA.
Thinh Ha accused the VSA
Administration (1989-90) of
misappropriating money. According
to Tam Quach, the new VSA
president, the money raised by last
year’s administration is still in the
bank under the VSA’s account.
The money has not yet been
appropriated for charity due to a few
difficulties in coordinating the task. I
hope everyone will agree that money
not yet appropriated does not mean
money misappropriated.
It was voted and agreed upon by
the majority of the
VSA
administration(1989-90) that all
money donated during the February
Benefit was to be given to the
resettlement camps in the Southeast

elearriw., Aseour4c3
Asian countries. The donations were
for the needy refugee children without
parents or relatives living there.
Thinh Ha, who was involved with
the administration (but not part of).
misunderstood the administration’s
intention. Thinh Ha went over the
administration’s head and took it
upon himself to contact Daniel Vu,
coordinator for the Center for
Southeast Asian Children located in
San Jose.
Any promises or agreements
concerning the donations were made
between Thinli Ha and agreements
concerning the donations were made
between Thinh Ha and Daniel Vu
without the consent and knowledge
of the administration. The
administration did not know about
Thinh Ha’s promise to Vu (which
was that all the money from the
benefit will go to the center), until
after the benefit.
According to the
VSA’s
constitution, upcoming elections are
to be conducted by the administration
from the previous year.
During the 1990-91 election i icre
were two candidates, Thinh Ha and
Tam Quach, running for the
presidency.
However, Thinh Ha withdrew
from the election because he felt his
requests were not met. One of his
requests was to have faculty
members observe the debate and

oversee the election process.
The fact is, faculties were invited
by the administration to observe the
debate and monitor the election
process. Due to time conflict, the
faculties were not able to participate.
Instead, to insure fairness and
honesty during the election, the
administration invited representatives
from both parties to act in place of
the faculties.
Thinh Ha did not get his request
not because the administration
refused it. The matter was out of the
administration’s hand.
Then the faculties replied that they
were not able to participate.
In all fairness*. any requests made
by either candidates will have to be
considered by the administration for
its importance to the election or its
benefit to both parties before the
requests are honored.
To all readers, if I’ve left any
questions unanswered I encourage
you to seek out the answer, which
will erase any doubts that you may of
have about the Vietnamese Students
Association. In doing so, I ask that
you possess an open mind and are
able to differentiate between facts
and rumors.
Myhanh Tran
Former vice-president, 89-90
Senior
Marketing
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Oakland mayoral candidate took possibly illegal money, report says
OAKLAND. Calif. (AP)
Mayoral candidate Wilson Riles
Jr. received $15,000 in potentially
illegal contributions from backers
of a major downtown redevelopment project. according to a
published report.
A spokesman tor Riles said
Tuesday his campaign would return any money found to he illegally donated.
Riles received 26 checks tor
$1.(XX) each from individuals and

companies with a potential interest
in the $77 million Housewives
Market project. according to a
copyright report in today’s editions
of The (Oakland) Tribune.
Riles, a City Council member.
has supported the redevelopment
project. which still needs approval
from the council. It will require a
subsidy of up to $18 million.
Ed and Amy Sue. whose Oakland-based architectural firm will
design the project, said they raised

part of the $26,000 without identifying themselves as the source of
the money a possible violation
of state campaign reform laws.
The Sues raised $15.()00 in a 3day period in late August. The
couple and some of their associates
wrote checks to other individuals
who then donated the same
amounts to Riles, said Sue.
Some of the donations were
listed under other people’s names
on campaign contribution forms.

"I wanted to keep a low profile.
but I didn’t realize I was doing
anything wrong," said Amy Sue.
The Political Reform Act of
1976 prohibits such arrangements
and violators could face administrative and misdemeanor criminal
penalties, said Sandy Michioku of
the state Fair Political Practices
Commission.
The checks all came in after
July. For months prior to that.
Riles had relied largely on dona-

tions of under $1(X).

the Belmont -based Lucas Dallas

Until late September. individuals were limited to contributing
$1,(XX) to any one candidate by
Proposition 73. Those limits were
overturned by a federal judge in
late September. hut other provisions that require reporting of all
contributions over $100 remain in
effect.
In addition, Riles received $11,(XX) from relatives of partners in

Development group, the developer
of the project, and individuals connected to the San Mateo Countybased Pacific Bank. which may finance the project. The propriety of
those donations is not under question.
James Vann, the finance chairman of Riles’ campaign, said he
has begun his own probe of the
contributions.

2 Live Crew pay-per view concert cancelled

SpartaG i de
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar avail- TIAN FELLOWSHIP: Bible study and
able to SJSU student, faculty and prayer, 12-1:30 p.m.. Spartan Memorial
staff organizations at no charge.
Chapel, call 961-5781
TODAY
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: All
Saints Day Mass. 12 pm . Campus Christian Center Chapel. call 298-0204
LESBIAN, GAY AND BISEXUAL ALLIANCE (GALA): Meeting and guest speaker
Khns Francis of Club St John, 4 30-6 30
p m.. S.0 Costanoan Room. call 236.2002
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Support group, 121 30 p m, Administration Room 201 call
924-5930
BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL ADVERTISING ASSOCIATION (BPAA): Media
workshop, 7 pm, SU Umunhum Room
call 257-6676

cine tour, 145 p m, meet behind Duncan
Hall. call 452-0610.
JEWISH STUDENT UNION: Bowling, 8:45

FRIDAY
p.m., SJSU bowling alley. call 971-1768.
CLUB ANIMANIACS OF SJSU: Japanese SJSU FOLK DANCE CLUB: All request
animation showing, 4-8.30 p m., Engineering night, beginning intermediate. Balkan and
Building Auditorium Room 189.
Kato. 8-10:30 pm. Women s Gym-SPX 89,
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT call 293-1302
CENTER: Interview preparation, explore
ASSOCIATION: Contechniques for effective interview prepara- MUSLIM STUDENTS
12.30 p.m.. Istion, 12.30 p.m.. S.U. Costanoan Room, call gragetional Prayers (JUMA),
lamic Center of San Jose. call 947924-6030 Co-op orientation, introduction tro
9389
Cooperate Education, a professional work
RADICAL REALITY CHI ALPHA
exprenence program. Includes details and CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP:
Weekly
application procedures, 1230 p.m., S.U. Al- worship service, Bible study and fellowship.
maden Room. call 924-6030
7:30 p.m . Duncan Hall Room 135 call 14151
PRE-MED CLUB: Stanford School of Medi- 948-0822

LOS ANGELES (API A pay per-v iew TV broadcast of a 2 Live
Crew concert was canceled because the rap group failed to show
up at a press conference arranged
by the show’s producer.
Choice Entertainment said Tuesday it wouldn’t produce the
"Banned in the USA" benefit concert scheduled Nov. 8 at The Palace in Hollywood.

Choice Entertainment’s president, Lisa Phillips, said the national broadcast was scrubbed because the rap group showed an
"irresponsible attitude" by failing
to show up for the Monday news
conference.
"The press conference just
came and went and these guys just
didn’t bother to attend, Ms. Phillips said. "What would happen if

they decide not to show up tor the
concert? It’s simply something we
cannot risk."
David Chackler. chief operating
officer for 2 Live Crew’s Luke Records, said tour-related communication problems prevented the
group from attending the press
conference.

THE RACE IS ON

11,

SKI CLUB: Meeting 8pm SU Almaden
Room, call 462-5717
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
"What I’ve done with my humanities major
professionals from various fields provide in
formation on career opportunities appropri
ate preparation and lob market. 12 30 pm
S.0 Almaden Room. call 924-6048

Why should you sign up
for American Studies
next semester?

MUSLIM STUDENTS ASSOCIATION: Iv
formation and meeting, 9 a m -3 p m meef
ing 12-1 pm.Guadalupe Room cal.
2924052

PRE-LAW ASSOCIATION: General meet
ing. 5 30-7 p m Student Council Chambers
call 559-6266
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS: Barbeque so
cial and meeting 12302 pm Barbegue.
pits in front of SUREC call 947-8740

1

It meets a whole pile of GE requirements.
American studiesl A and 1B (6 units a semester for two
semesters) satisfies six units of the Arts and Letters
requirements in Area C and six in Area D, including all
education Code requirements for American history,
American Government, and California Government

.11110

Spartan Football is headed for a Big West
Conference Championship and a berth in
the California Raisin Bowl. Before they
reach that goal. the Spartans must first
avenge last year’s 28-14 defeat to Cal State Fullerton. Race down to get your
tickets today at the Event Center Box
Office or call 924-FANS
Spartan Football
VS

2. It is a cultural feast with a variety of dishes.

No other course at SJSU sweeps across the
entire panorama of American literature,
history, art, and politics. American Studies iB,
_ring.,_examines American
available in thesp
culture from 190U to 1991.

CAMPUS DEMOCRATES ASSOCIATED
and
Feinstein
Dianne
STUDENTS:
statewide Democratic ticket 10 am Even.
Center call 297.2880

1. It’s not vocational training.
American studies is not about computer
programming, corporate management,
or organizational structure It’s what
you thought college would be like before
"before you came fo SJSU.

PHYSICS DEPARTMENT: Seminar VS
Hoover ut U C Davis Lawrence Livermore.
Lab on "Nonequilibnum Molecular Dynan
ics 1 30 p m Science Building Room 25,
call 924-5244

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Meeting.
ppm.AS Council Chambers, call 286-0512

Why shouldn’t you?

CHRISTIAN STUDENTS FELLOWSHIP

Bible study. Fellowship meeting it ..
speaker. 12-1 30 pm Pacheco Room
268-1411
SAN JOSE CENTER FOR THE LITERARY
ARTS: Reading by poet Sharon Olds 4
p m Engineering Building Auditorium ex.
924 1378

American studies is available T/Th 7:30-10:45,
Sec. 30, Code 11161. Sign up during
touch-tone registration
I

as paid for

Senior Quarterback
Ralph Martini
Photo By
Ron Frisd

FREE SJSU FOOTBALL TRADING CARDS TO
FIRST 5,000 FANS.

4. More Reasons:
You can take the two halves
out of sequence.
It’s taught by teams with excellent
teaching records
The readings are great

CHICANO RESOURCE CENTER: Felix A
varez. Teatro de los Pobres The History 5
Significance of Dia de los Muertos 12 p in
Wahlquist Library North Room 307 call 924
2707

Cal -State Fullerton
Spartan Stadium
Saturday, November 3
6.00 pm

,tudents and profeaaori of American Stud

RADICAL REALITY CHI ALPHA CHRIS-

You asked for
a computer that’s real
college material.
We heard you.

INTFICSOUp11,10:
i.,;bi
s
tv
4

-

4

.

ter -Savings
,

4,.,,,c;

-::n:,E,IVREX
\

STEP computers!
bZ:11:..*

x rif 4’

Con*:,see-the $,TEPrzs siliem, specially priced
staff ONLY.
for SfSCliqudent:s
r/
+-.1.1%tillkand
y,
(,

Date: November 5, 6, 7
Where: The Computer lair at the Student Union
Sponsored By: Spartan Bookstore 0 924-1809

,INTRODUCTORY PRICE:
ceg. $1074, now $999 with this ad!
St.c
I )(lit( ill

System includes:
40 MB hard disk
DOS 4.01
3.5" High-capacity floppy drive

6E1
The idt al computer for isillege need.. certain t hing,
like a !amuse. tii make it easy to 11Mt. [’reloaded
software . that’ll let you create impres.ive paper- with
graphic,. and spreadsheets. And great tools, like a
notepad. calendar mid eartlfile. It should also lie
inipanilable. so it can grow with your weds.
’Its-IBM Personal System/2)1ms all dm at
a -pis IA I -41111.111 price.* And if will kr. ’Nth lelt

non

I :ert ificate
receUr a
I1ecember It. 199i
a nIlltHrirli, ticket for $149**/$219.*
entitling yi
’Men, P1414111111 I:aril
l’his a free TUN I .ttid14:1%
application. Notill also get a great liu’a price on the
l’Inn*C1 service.
PS/2$ is perfect tor college because you11
told to Just what you needed. t u.1 no one knou %hal
it takes to hie real college material better than WU

SEE THE IBM P5/2 ON DISPLAY
AT THE SPARTAN BOOKSTORE COMPUTER FAIR!
NOVEMBER 5 through NOVEMBER 7--9 a.m. to 5 p.m. ALL THREE DAYS
ON THE SECOND FLCIOR OF THE STUDENT UNION!
10 P5/2 Configurations Available at Special Education Prices!
Great Discounts on Prodigy Service and TWA tickets!
Windows 3.0 Preloaded on Every PS/2!
Prices Start at $1,649-- Affordable Loans Available
Students, faculty, and staff -- everyone is invited to the Fair!

Brought to you by the good folks at Everex

.
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New

STUDENT SERVICES

,k

4414

410VA
-rt

ICYCLE
"for all student

at

it

MI,’

mar

biking needs"

we
So s

specialize
in mountain
pikes and road bikes
open till 8:30 pm school nights!

131 E WiNiam St. (between 3rd and 4th) 998-1618

t tat =

A DEAL ON HEELS!

’While you wait Service’
r
We also repair
Briefcases & Luggage
The only guaranteed
shoe repair’

c[5 InT FirnT

99

P S 43070359T WEN

Country Village

Sen kne nrints snan it. TLC ’Swan*

Veterans Day Parade
November 11
Commemorating the fiftieth anniversan
the day’s events include the Spirit of An
skydiving team, fly-overs, exhibits, marchi
and more. In Plaza Park on Market Strei
to 4pm. For more information, call (4(1

Shop & Ride Shuttle
November 30 - December 6,1
Park your car FREE after 6pm at any of s
op
lots and then hop aboard the FREE
for a tour of the city. Stop anywhere alor
e
around
be
back
will
shuttle
shop; the
minutes to pick you up. For a free Shop
map or information, call (408) V’

$ CASH for your BOOKS
Specializing in
Science Fiction

City Tree Lighting Ceremon
November 30
Be a part of the celebration when Mayi
commemorates the city’s holiday spirit wit
lighting ceremony Entertainment and Ii’
the event from KNTV-11 top off the evenin
Park.

213 Oakridge Mall

112 nis

249-0439

Technology Center "Carafe
November 3-4 and 10-11
A free public opening featuring two w
guided tours, music, food, and special
McCabe Hall on ,an Carlos Street. For mo
call (408) 279-7150

CHEAP
READING

TO $2.99
$5 to $7 Value. 4 pair limit

65 South First St.

Events

HOUSE’DURING NOVEMBER

Coupon must be presenied
Let ono of purcnase Expire/ 1/15/90

626 Town &

Upcoming

CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER
Historic Woodrow Wilson Building
701 Vine St. San Jose
(408) 295-4566
*Evening care 6:0040:00pm
Infants - 6 years old
*Open to all children
Year-round childcare
Convienent downtown location *Full & Part-time, Drop-in
*Special emphasis in Music and Art
.Including Saturdays

IF 130703632

Voted Best Shoe Repair by Santa Clara County Residents

CET MONTESSORI

Fantasy

281-1711

298-1191

CD’s, Tapes & Records

Holiday Open House
November 30

New & Used Books

i

CLUB

Book Store

,’s

M

TONIGHT NOV.1
A NIGHT UNDERGROUND WITH

4,..

KSCU

OUTDSIDE ON THE POOL
1)N/de, ,/i /Ow, Papp
FREE
hasrent. by /mud salon

,

JUMP
TO IT
1)1
Julius Papp
FREE BEFORE 9PM

HAPPY HOUR TM 10

TO

BACKTHEBEAT
IN
DO IT THE

SUNDAYS

FREE WITH STUDENT ID

WEDNESDAYS

FREE BEFORE 9PM
WITH STUDENT ID
OR GREEN CARD

LIVE THEATRE

UNPa9TEIPP

P
R
E

S

Ir/ADDI
III

SUN

NOV

18

s

Danny
Elie

Deep
Blie
Sea

TOO
’TOO
, -SHORT
10

Or’

SUN NOV 25

1 1 la 1

AT

N.

OHIO PLAYERS
ALL

Mon -Thur 10am - 9pm
Fri & Sat 10am - 10pm
Sun 12pm - 8pm
138 E. Santa Clara (near4th )

286-6275
ENTERTAINMENT

COMPUTER SCIENCE &
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
STUDENTS WANTED

SHOWS TIX

THE PLACE

THE JOB

COMPUTER LITERACY
BOOKSHOPS
- the world’s largest computer
bookstore - internationally
famous. We pride ourselves
on courteous, knowledgeable
staff who share our customers’
interests.

INFORMATION SPECIALIST.
help customers find the books to
fit their needs, on all computer
related topics Gain experience
relevant to your career field.
Extensive training provided.

RESTAURANT OPEN N\
WED-SUN FOR
CASUAL POOL ‘;10F
DINING
\ PPUTIll li,,, I i(
111.:1((.1 KS, Ili,
...1
& OVEROPEN FOP DINNER 4 8 PM WED THRU suN

AF

Al

WAYS 21

’SHEDom

FREE PARKING ON 2ND ST. BY NAIL GUARD BUILDING

2C0 N 1ST & ST JAMES. SAN JOSE (408) 292.2212

THURS

LINOMAN

/WON

in ONCE Al 7 30
Sal San 3 ’SS 30

-

WIZARDS

pG
PA;

in Sun S IS L S 30

The Aiamerm
Xylem1433
2971433

WILD AT HEART
R

Starting Salary $6 25/hour

AFTER DARK, MY SWEET

QUALIFICATIONS AND 110W TO APPLY
IF you have:
classes in computer science or electrical engineering
programming knowledge of a high level language
excellent English skills

CINEBAR
ef

THEN send resume to or apply in person at:

A Drinking Person’s Bar!
Only Pool Table
Downtown!
No Drugs Or Fighting!

COMPUTER LITERACY BOOKSHOPS, INC.
2590 North First Street, San Jose, CA 95131
520 Lawrence Expwy , Sunnyvale, CA 94086

We don’t

your hair

69 E. San Fernando
(corner of 2nd)

AB COMPACT DISC EXCHANGE
Li

..---lik1/4NEED CASH?
.

We’re obses:

WE BUY
USED
MAGIC
CD$

$11.88
PO f10,1 CD

POOLSI DE

MIDNj;

OVER!
ENDS

Full and Part Time Positions Available Now- flexible hours

FREE WITH STUDENT ID
sTarAN’s

Downtown merchants open their doors a
this evening from 6-9pm for a Holiday
Related entertainment, food, beverages, or
will be available at various businesses aloni
the Pavilion Shops. For more inform
(408) 279-1775

Recycle

BILLBOARD
TOP
30

0

IN st vl 0 u I
10
M3/44
1
I

SOME
ilF vnic ROHR
AM S

109 EAST
SANTA CLARA ST.
(BETWEEN 3RD it 4TH) .
ONE BLOCK FROM SJSU

294-0345

ii:trSvik,tot:::L:ulrit!Ifc,:s
cs’6ck)v too cc co I

7
BUY 6 CD’S &
GET 1 FREE!

C S
SteCtU?

"’\
it93T

20% OFF
for SJSU
students

P
N

e
C

i
1

1.00
e"nn=1:r3=IMP
hana l/al, I 54 51 To WPM 1R1 tOT 10411 L2 MOO

520
L7 NOON WV
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Chicken Sandwich Only $1.25
1st Anniversary
Nov. Specia
500 cakes
300 cookies
700 fresh lemonade

Cakc French Bakfry -

Le
one block from SJSU
Next to ABCDExchan e 105 E. Santa Clara St. 295-7441

re Shall We Meet?
.1117 DIM
AmiliN
nter "Garage"
-4 and 10-11
turing two weekends of
1, and pecial exhibits at
treet. For more information,
279-7150

<

ay Parade
ber 11
h anniversary of the USO,
e Spirit of America expert
iibits, marching bands, floats
Market Street from llam,
ation, call (408) 279-9999

292-4698

32 South 1st Street

San Jose

7YLtsa.t..Pnst.
At_k9/14)4t4rAit-

OFF ANY
16 PIZZA

NOT GOOD WITH
ANY OTHER OFFER
Offer Expires
November 15, 1990
135 W.Santa Clara

(next to Original Joe’s)

I e Shuttle
,ecember 6,13,20
im at any of six downtown
FREE Shop & Ride Shuttle
nywhere along the route to
azk around every twenty
a free Shop & Ride Shuttle
:all (408) 279-1775.

-1
A-. CHINESE CUISINE - - FOOD TO GO
*Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine i
.Box Lunches To Go
-Lunch and Dinner
Open Daily
Available
11:30-9:00pm *Catering
Closed Mondays 294-3303 or 998-9427
131 E. Jackson Street

ien House
ber 30
their doors and their hearts
7.),r. a Holiday Open House.
everages, and special offers
;inesses along First Street and
more information, call
’9-1775.

OFF ANY:
12" PIZZA :

280 0707
A

tin Rom-t.

Oar

DANCING + LIVE

AV

1

1

MUSI(
DC

ANGRY SAMOANS

A,

MR. EXPERIENCE
THE GUTTERSLUTS
THE MUMMIES

3

KIDD BLUE

FRI

6 li Licks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th Street

0040.0310

V’)

*14

WthlU’S

ing Ceremony
bier 30
i when Mayor McEner_y
lay spirit with a special treenment and live coverage of
iff the evening. 6pm in Plaza

VOTE NO
ON
134!

Rc

rr

VON BARON HAVOC
SAT TICKET RED
KOME WELCOMES

am.

,000.1000,010,e0Ce-

,....... ...recoupow
FREE DELIVERY

Week
UNTIL MIDNIGHT THURS , FRI., and SAT.
Open 7 Days A

r

00140.

MIDNIGHT SHOW FRI!

lessroNw

iffARS’

WIN ONE FOR
THE BUD MAN!
6)

WED
Q
FRI

BUG

BAD DOG SIT
COLORVVILD

4

AMSTERDAM
maxi( LAMA
ODD MAN OUT
BOURBON STREET

417SHMTSI
MOSUL

FORRBIDDEN

8CLUS(408)280.1435

XZANTHUS
SAT MARQUIS DE SADE

SAN JOSE PREMIERE

Slationq Tony Curtis 8, Tommy
Sledge flan ated by Or Demenlo

7t7fritz.x- .433

11-11 SKANK1N PICKLE
11-14 RHINO BUCKET
11-16 TED ZEPPELIN
11-17 PSYCHEFUNKAPUS
11-111 THE MIGHTY DIAMONDS

The A

287.1433
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’re obsessed with it!

SAN JOSE STATE
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Streaking football teams to battle
at Spartan Stadium on Saturday

Spartan midfielder Scott Wiebe passes to teammate Anthony Hare during SJSU’s 2-1 win over

Robert W Scoble Special to the Daily
UC Irvine on Tuesday night. The win capped
SJSU’s 1990 home schedule.

Soccer team ends Big West skid
By Mark Smith
staff writer
With a hint of winter in the air.
the SJSU soccer team warmed up
Spartan stadium with a victory
over conference rival UC Irvine
Tuesday night.
The 2-1 victory snapped a six game losing streak and raised the
Spartans record to 4-15. Both
conference victories have come at
the expense of the Anteaters. The
Spartans’ last win was against UC
Irvine on Oct. 7.
"This was a selfish win," SJSU
coach Gar),,’ St. Clair said. "The
team has worked hard all year.
They deserve this win."
After a slow start, the Anteaters
capitalized on a defensive breakdown and scored the first
goa127:55 into the match.
After the Anteater goal. the pace
Daily

it the game picked up with the
quality of play leaning on the
sloppy side.
With both teams going hack and
forth, the Spartans got on the
scoreboard on a goal by junior forward Hector Uribe with assists by
sophomore midfielder Anthony
Hare and senior midfielder Phoung
Ngo.
The Spartans went into halftime
with a 1-1 tie and momentum on
their side.
Both teams’ goalies battled it
out with the uptempo pace.
Kevin Raak. SJSU freshman
goalkeeper. "picked up the level
of his game in the second half,"
said St. Clair. Raak made the big
saves, while Anteater goalie Tras
Martin came up one goal short.
With 27:43 remaining. Spartan
midfielder Harrison Stewart heat

the Anteater &tens.. \\ 1111 the help
of a pass by Ngo. hi, ,ccond assist.
To protect the lead. St. Clair had
the team slow down the pace. having most of the players on defense
with the exception of Uribe.
"When the team goes too fast
they lose the ball," St. Clair said.
"We needed to take time to organize and let them come to us."
UC Irvine spent the rest of the
match in Spartan territory as
SJSU’s defense played up to the
challenge.
The Spartans finished their
home schedule on an up note, hut
their next match is against tough
UNLV.
"The Rebels are two notches
above both the Spartans and Irvine," St. Clair said. "But we
have been playing over our heads
all year.

Hurst captures another golf tournament
SJSU. did however, salvage a
victory at The Farm when senior
Pat Hurst won the overall individual tournament with a total of 212.
two strokes under Arizona’s Annika Sorenstam. Hurst shot 74, 68,
and 70 during the weekend.
"Pat proved again that she’s the
hest golfer in the country,’ said
Mark Gale. the team’s coach. "1
feel very good about our team alto
gether."
Gale beleives his team has ,
great chance of regaining the ii.i
tional title, which it won both 19’,
and 1989.
"We are playing very well ri.L!
now." Gale said. I think we 11.1
a very good chance of winning iti
national championship again."
Despite the squad’s one-striii

By. Bill Williamson
Daily staff writer
Although it didn’t win the overall meet. SJSU, the nation’s topranked women’s golf team, moved
closer its goal of winning the national championship during last
weekend’s Stanford Women’s Intercollegiate meet.
The Spartans finished second in
the I8-team field with a combined
team score of 886 for the three-day
tournament. SJSU settled for second place after the meet came
down to the final hole of the 36hole competition.
The University of Arizona
parted the 18th hole on Sunday.
giving the Wildcats a final tally of
885. just one stroke under the
Spartans. who bogeyed the last
hole.

loss to Arizona. the Spartan, are
ranked-higher than the A, ildcats
partly because SJSU rolled by Arizona by 14 strokes at Ohio State’s
tournament in September.
SJSU will next put its No. 1
ranking on the line on Nov. 16 in
lIihliin head. S.C.

HOME OF THE KAMIKAZE
Yes,
every night
of the week
at the...

161aritAtilaic1!

; DON’T TYPE YOUR PAPER!
Desktop &
CAD Services
251-9522

Bound For
Success
Kinkds binding services lead
to a strong finish for your term papers,
theses, reporu, organization matenais
and much more. Just look at your variety of choices:
spiral binding
Veloliine

clear covers

card stock covers

99 Binding

Offer applies to spiral or VoJollied up up I’ thick with cord stock
cover at partIcipsling It into s Copy Centers Does not include copies..
Not valid with any other offer On. coupe. per comelier
Good through Nay.

I
I

_Lam

295-4336
110 S Third St
, A CMS horn S4cDnnold el

295-5511
4816 San Carlos St
f Between 10th I. 11,51

kinkoss

the copy center
b.

REACH THE SPARTANS
DAILY!
If you’re a local business owner or
private party, here’s your chance to
reach a market of over
35,000 students and
faculty who
patronize

I
I.

I
I
1

i
1

asa....somaimelwasia....ad

"In 25 years. I have never seen
as much courage as Paul has
showed." Murphy said.
"The nickel (fifth defensive
hack) will he able to give our corners help over the top," Shea said.
He added that Freddie Smith will
start for Cola, who was arrested
last week ion suspicion of interfering with police and presenting
false identification at the Club
Oasis.
Shea said that Canley and cornerback Eddie Thomas are the top
candidates to replace Cohn- in returning punts. Thomas returned
punts earlier in the season until an
injury allowed Colar to take over.
Like Schulte. counterpart Ralph
Martini has also passed for more
than 2.(X)0 yards completing 54.8
percent of his passes.
"He is having a great season.
Ile has come from nowhere to lead
the team," Hinds said.
Leadership may be needed Saturday is the Spartans will be playing vo ithout left guard Chad
Hymel, who underwent knee surgery and is expected to he out of
action for at least Iwo Vied...
"lie is the hest on -the-move
guard we base had here in a
while," Shea said. For the Spartans. Nick Trammer will take over
at left guard.
Martini is still confident that the
offensive line will perform.
"Losing someone like Chad is
going to effect us hut Nick Trammer is a proven player and he will
do a good job for us." Martini
said.
Murphy said that the game was
originally scheduled to he played
at afield in Orange Co«nty U.S Fullerton State does not have a .stadi tttt to host the game.
’We bit the bullet in 111111 we had
to sell two home ,LatineN to San Jose
State and Fresno Stoic.’ he said.
An on-etlittpm stothom is ek
peeled to be completed M 1992

. Entertainment
. Dining
.Student Services
ADVERTISE NOW!
Call your Spartan Daily
Ad Rep at 924-3270

Spartans in the
NFL
Through Week Eight
Johnny Johnson, FB (87-89)
No
139

Phoenix Cardinals
Receiving
Rushing
Yds Avg TD Rec Yds Avg
16 148 9.3
3
605 44

TO
0

Mervyn Fernandez, WA (81)
Los Angeles Raiders
Rushing
Receiving
Rec Yrds Avg TD No Yds Avg TO
0
it 45
2
548 183 3
30

Stacey Bailey, WR (78-81)
Atlanta Falcons
Receiving
Rec ‘frets Avg TD
44 110 0
4

Stove Delitarg, GB (75-76)
Kansas City Chiefs
Passing
No Alt Pct. Yds TD int
3
9
1’7 211 55.5 1588

Gill Byrd, CB (79-82)
San Diego Chargers
Interceptions
No TO This
28
0
5

Jay Taylor, S (87-88)
Phoemx Cardinals
Interception
No TD This
15
0
2

Ricky Slglar, OL (R)
San Francisco 40e,5
James Saxon, RB (86-87)
Kansas City Chiefs

READ THE DAILY

dir
. . . THEN RECYCLE

WANT TO LEARN A
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
but can’t attend class regularly?
Try our self -paced learning programs in French,
Hebrew, Italian, Portuguese, Russian & Spanish.
No formal classes, 1-5 units/semester. Work in
lab/car/home or by arrangement with instructor.
Text tapes, software & video
CODE NUMBERS for Touch Tone registration
available now from instructors, or call 924-4602.
Also offered: Video/Audio begin or review,
BASIC SPANISH 4A, 4B (3 units each), no formal
class; practical conversation. Study in lab/home.
THESE PROGRAMS ARE IN ADDITION
TO OUR REGULAR CLASSES.
FOREIGN LANGUAGES DEPT, SH 219, 924-4602

(408) 354-2200
141 1/2 N. Santa Cruz Ave.
Los Gatos, CA

Have Lisha do it!

Resumes
Termpapers
Graphics
Drating_
Miscellaneous-Typing

By Bryan Gold
Daily staff writer
At least one streak will be broken when the football team hosts
Fullerton State on Saturday id 6
p.m. at Spartan Stadium.
The Titans (1-8 overall. 0-4 in
the Big West Conference) have
lost eight games in a row this season. However, they have beaten
the Spartans the last two times the
teams have faced each other.
Fullerton State is led by running
hack Reggie Yarbrough. who
played with Spartan tlybao:k
Maceo Barbosa at Bakersfield College. Yarbrough has rushed fi)r
793 yards with seven touchdowns
in 1990 and has six 1(X)-yard rushing games to his credit.
Fullerton State head coach Gene
Murphy said that Yarbrough "is
dangerous vo hen he gets through
the line of scrimmage."
SJSU (5-2-1, 4-0) counters with
tailback Sheldon Canley. who,
with four 1(X)-yard rushing games.
needs 52 yards to reach the 1.000yard rushing mark for the second
consecutive season.
000 Canley is joined in the backfield
by Barbosa and flyback Leon
Hawthorne, who have combined
for 289 yards rushing and 242 receiving.
"Canley is the best hack in the
conference and number 29 (Barbosa) is the hest kept secret in the
conference." Murphy said.
"I picked San Jose to win at the
media day in August and I haven’t
changed my mind one iota." Murphy said.
SJSU. in first place in the conference. returns to action after a
bye, its first in tie years.
Spartan head coach Terry Shea
said that the team practiced three
of the five days during the offxs
.
"(Shea) didn’t work us too
hard, just enough to keep us
crisp." said left tackle Pat Hinds.
"Fullerton is a game that we are
gearing up for."
"This is a big step in our season. It is a game we’ve got to
win," Shea said.
According to Shea. despite ill,
t
one -game suspension of Irec sax!
flesh Colar. the Spartans will feature a pass-oriented defense to battle the Titans.
Fullerton
quarterback
Paul
Schulte has completed 52.3 percent of his passes for more than 2,(M) yards this season.
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From page I
alcohol industry," Finck said. "How
shameful can you get."
Foglia seemed angered by this
comment and countered: "We would
have been all for this measure if this
would have included (funding for)
schools."
Instead, funds would be diverted
from education to support the programs covered in Prop. 134, Foglia
added.
Rios listed several educational
and law enforcement groups
opposed to Prop. 134, including California Schools Superintendent Bill
Honig.
"Does Superintendent of Schools
Bill Honig prostitute himself’?" Rios
asked.
Later Finck said, "I’m sorry, I
tried to keep something quiet, but if
he (Rios) wants to bring it up he has
to face the facts."
Finck then pulled a bottle of wine
bottle out of his bag and said, "Mr.
Honig owns 40 percent of this winery in Rutherford, California ...and
says that’s not the reason he’s voting
no on 134. That’s a conflict of interest, don’t tell me it isn’t."
Neither Rios or Folgia offered
response but audience members
offered a chuckle.
During the debate. Rios objected
to the function of Prop. 134 because
it requires spending from the state’s
general fund, in addition to the revenues it raises. As a result, taxpayers
on a whole end up paying, he said.
"Proposition 134 spends more
than it raises," Rios said. "Economically it makes no sense. Economically it’s a fraud."
He also argued that earmarking

From page I
Moulder was re -opened for
residents Sunday at 3 p.m., but the

"4"91111111111M
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From page I
ran.
"I didn’t feel safe until I got out
of the park," Talamantes said.
People are steadily becoming
afraid to go to downtown parks,
said Dina Campeau, a member a
neighborhood concern group that
held a meeting on the subject Ttiesday night.
The St. Patrick’s Parish Community Organization invited the
downtown’s District 3 city council
candidates, David Pandori and
Pete Carillo, to hear the concerns
of about 150 members.
Both candidates agreed that the
safety in downtown parks is
important and that they would put
the group’s requests as a high priorities.
The St. Patrick’s group asked
the candidates for security in the
park, a day-care center for the
homeless, a graffiti removal program, an after-school recreation
program and an increased number
of police to patrol the area.
"No one should be forced to live
on fear in their own streets," said
Robed Scoble Spacial to the Daily
Mike Cavera, an organizer of the
event.
City council candidates from the 3rd District, David Pandori, left, and Pete Carillo debate in front of an
Many members of the organiza- audience of approximately 200 people Tuesday at the First United Methodist Church.
tion expressed concerns about the
Campeau said that many down- Backe= Park at 13th and Jackson fair share of problems," said Ruben
safety of the downtown parks, and
said that they are afraid to take town residents have witnessed streets and Ryland Park at 410 N. Chavez, a parks enforcement officer for SJPD.
drug deals and been subjected to First Street.
their children there.
He is one of six parks enforcePandori, who lives downtown in harassment, violence and a lot of
The downtown area had 18.65 ment officers that patrol the city’s
the Ryland Park area with his wife broken glass and litter in their
violent crimes per 1,000 residents 70 parks.
Catherine, said they are expecting parks.
in 1989, compared to a city-wide
their first child in December.
He said that Roosevelt Park is
"Of course I am concerned with
The parks that the group is con- rate of 7.5 per 1,000 residents,
safety in the community," he said.
cerned about are Williams Street according to San Jose Police one of the busiest in the city and
Carillo, who often plays basket- Park at East Williams and 16th Department and Federal Bureau of that the most common problems
are drugs and alcohol control.
ball with his son at Pekesto Park, streets; Roosevelt Park at East Investigation statistics.
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"Who?" Foglia asked.
"You," and people like him in
CTA, Finck answered.
"You just do that," Foglia shouted
back.
east-wing, the site of the fire, is not
expected to be re-opened until the
end of the school year, Najar said.
Batt was pleased to have the westwing re-opened because "the students
needed to have their own space back,

BATT

PARK

funds would limit flexibility in the
state’s discretionary fund of which
90 percent is all ready earmarked.
Prop. 134 would earmark an additional 2 percent and other programs
dependent upon the remnants of the
discretionary fund would be cut.
Colman defended the earmarking
of revenues and claimed it is the
only way to guarantee proper appropriation of the funds.
"We all know what happens when
funds are placed in the state’s general fund, they don’t go where they
should," Colman said.
Colman agreed with Rios that the
"abstract" earmarking of funds
would limit flexibility in the state’s
discretionary fund. He remarked
though, that because of inaction on
the part of lawmakers to "make
alcohol pay for itself" earmarking
funds was necessary.
Finck agreed and said, "the
money raised from the tax on the
sale and the consumption of alcohol
will go directly into programs to
address a small portion of the annual
$12 billion alcohol problem in the
state."
The negative affect of alcohol
actually amounts to 48 cents for
each drink consumed, Finck said.
Finck added that the beer and
wine industry "don’t mind selling
their products in California, they are
just not wining to pay for any of the
damage their product causes."
After the debate, angry words and
shouting continued.
Finck turned towards Foglia and
shouted, "You know who I’m going
to go after next."

the place they L’all home."
Three Moulder residents have
cancelled their contracts of residence, a number which Batt
described as "very few" considering the trauma the Moulder resi-

Hall Association, can contact
IRHA President Dana Lee at (408)
924-6188.
Donations can also be sent C/O
IRHA relief fund. One Washington
Square, San Jose, Calif. 95192.

"We’re trying to make their transition back to school as smooth as
possible."
People wishing to donate money
to the Moulder Hall relief fund,
organized by the Inter-Residence

dents suffered.
The mental strain on the victims
has been a prime concern for the
University, Najar and Ban said.
"We’re working with them by
providing counseling," Batt said.
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SJSU theater student directs her fellow actors in the ’Odd Couple’
lh Prec% Correos
Special to the Daily

Kimberly Mohne, 22. has a
quick wit and even temper hut a
take-charge personality all the
way.
Her alert blue eyes can tell if’ her
SJSU actors are not portraying
their characters just the right way.
Each miscue or inappropriate
mannerism gets noted in Mohne’s
written critiques.
And as the opening night of the
Players Performing Arts Companys’ version of "The Odd Couple" drew closer. Mohne’s comments took on even more weight.
which opened
play,
The
Wednesday, which is scheduled to
run through Nov. 3. is Mohne’s directorial debut and also her honors
project in theater arts.
In order to graduate in May ’91
with honors in theater arts, she had

m petition, and gel this project approved through the faculty. Mohne
then had to hold auditions for the
parts and cast them. Now they are
well into six weeks of rehearsing
for their roles.

eight -member cast. "OK you guys
how did you learn your lines?"
Michael Hasz. who plays the character of Murray the policeman.
blurted: "The seat of our pants
technique." A couple others
chimed in by saying they had re"The first few days of rehearsal peated the lines over and over or
we just played poker," Mohne recited them with friends.
said. "So 1 had to teach them how
and what the rules were."
Sunday was the first night of
for the cast of
They have met whenever they technical rehearsal
Odd Couple."
could, shuffling their time in be- Neil Simons’ "The
tween classes, and industriously
"I look for the little details.
dealing with rehearsals on the things that don’t fit." Mohne said.
weekends. The cast consists of "Like their attitude, their facial
eight characters, hut Felix Ungar. expression, their emotion -it’s got
played by Jeff Draper. and Oscar to fit the scene. I want them to be
Madison, played by Michael able to draw the audience into
Kubit, are the two main characters. Oscar and Felix.’ living room. The
audience should he able to relate
Mohne was casually dressed in a and recognize their intention."
Comic-Relief T-shirt, blue sweat pants. pink-high lops and her fine
She also wants to establish a fun
blonde hair tucked away in a blue atmosphere for the people in the
Naval Station cap. She asked the audience so they can enjoy them-

selves.
Mohne follows a philosophy she
admired in Susan Leigh. a director
she worked with when she previously attended San Diego State
University. And that was to let the
staff have creative freedom.

the actors creativity because they
may end up concentrating on how
Walter Mathau acted out the scene
instead of how they themselves
should do it. Often times the characteristics in the movie and the
play are a little bit different.

She said she allows them the
freedom to express their characters
in their own image, to let them experiment and to let them explore.
But if they wander off too far in a
different direction altogether, she
would bring thern back and help
them focus. Like a shepard tending
her flock - she protects them, encourages them and cares for them.

’It puts a stigma on an actor’s
shoulder, and takes away their creativity and it also takes away from
me because they’ll say. ’well this
is how it should be because so and
so did this in the movie.’ " Moline
said.

toured with the Valley Institute of
the Arts - a children’s theater production that travels all over the
Bay Area.
Mohne mantains a confident and
positive outlook on the future. Her
plans are to one day teach theater
arts to high school and college students. She can see herself going to
graduate school attending either
ersity or Yale for
New York I,
her masters iii I we arts.
Mohne says
"In between t
manei-iii-lact1). "if I happen to he
sco creel, make lots of money
and become rich and famous, I
won’t argue. I won’t say.. no. ’this
isn’t following my scheme of
plim I will say. ’I can roll with
this "

Mohne said that she would
rather they concentrate on how
they can portray their characters,
Some of the cast members not merely copying someone else’s
watched the movie "The Odd perception of it.
Couple" to get an idea of the charMohne has had other roles at
acters they will portray and Mohne
I lc ket. tor the play can be pursaid that sometimes that’s a good SJSU’s theater society. She played
Nora in "Slam the Door Softly" chased at the theater office or at the
thing.
she was stage manager for The door for 54 For more information
But, she said, it can also limn 1/oll I !misc.’. She also worked and call (408) 924-88()7.

Chi Omega sorority sets and spikes
for Children’s Hospital of Oakland
By Amanda Helen
Daily staff writer
Digging for spikes and deep into
pocketbooks. Chi Omega sorority
set out to raise money Sunday for
the Children’s Hospital of Oakland.
"We’re just really excited that
we could raise money for the Children’s Hospital," Kelly Samora,
philanthropy chairperson for the
sorority said.
Bumps and spikes brought to
life the sorority’s courtyard Sunday during its Sixth-Annual Volleybal I-A-Thon.
Twelve fraternities were each
scheduled an hour to bump with
the sorority to help raise money
through pledge donations. T-shirt
sales and a raffle, according to
Samora.
On Tuesday. Samora said the
sorority raised approximately SI.OW) but that she would not know
total amount until T-shirt sales
were completed.
Phi Gamma Delta fraternity
started off the I2-hour event at 10
a.m. and Alpha Tau Omega fraternity closed the last volleyball hour

S.F. poet to
speak about
death, children
By Steve Helmer
Daily staff writer
The modern incarnation of
Emily Dickenson makes her way
to SJSU tonight as part of the Center for Literary Arts Poets-In-Residence program.
Sharon Olds, whose 1983 hook
"The Dead and The Living" received the National Book Critics
Circle Award for Poetry and the
Lamont Poetry Selection of the
American Academy of Poets, will
read from her poetry tonight at X
p.m in the Engineering Building
Auditorium. This will he followed
by a noon seminar Friday in the
Spartan Memorial Chapel.
"She’s interested in the female
voice." said Alan Soldofsky. director of the Center tar Litera,
Arts. "She takes hack power
the male."
The 48-year-old poet was horn
in San Francisco and was educated
at Stanford and Columbia universities. "Satan Says" (I 980), her
first hook of poems. received the
inaugural San Francisco Poetry
Center Award, and her most current book. "The Gold Cell"
11987). has also been widely acclaimed, according to a press release
Olds has taught at a number of
universities. including Brandeis
and Columbia, and currently teaches poetry workshops at New
York University, where she is director of creative writing.
Her poetry portrays personal
family life as well as political
events. She often writes about
pain, anger and violence.
She uses graphic details about
body pans and sexuality." Soldotsky said. "By doing so, she
disarms the words as metaphores
themselves.
Soldolsky said many of Olds’
poems are about her father, who
recently passed away. her childhood and her children.
"I agree that she’s thc modern
incarnation of Emily Dickenson."
he said. "But she’s more sexualized."
Both of Olds appearances at
SJSU are free and open to the public.

’We’re just really excited that we could raise
money for the Children’s Hospital. . . It was
strong from the beginning, everyone was totally
100 percent enthusiastic and into it.’
Samora,

Kelly

philanthropy chairperson for Chi Omega
at 10 p.m.
"It was strong from the beginning, everyone was totally 100
percent enthusiastic and into it."
Samora said.
Last week the participating fraternities showed their support by
repainting their squares in the Chi
Omega courtyard, home of the volleyball court.
"Every square was painted and
Ithe fraternities) really got into it,"
Samora said.
Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity
was awarded "Omega-team"
based on its participation during
the fund-raiser, including painting
the square, according to Samora.
is
which
"Omega-man."
awarded to the most enthusiastic

man during the event, will he announced later this week, she said.
Last year. the sorority raised
$1,600 for the Missing Children’s
Alliance of Campbell at last year’,
fund raiser, according to Samora.
Chris Courier, public relations
assistant for the Children’s Hospital Branch, said that the money donated by Chi Omega will go into a
general fund to buy machines for
the hospital.
"We’ll use it for critically
needed equipment," she said.
Past examples of equipment that
was bought through the branch for
the hospital were a cardiology ultrasound color flow system and a
digital double wall incubator for
the intensive care nursury, Courter
said.

SCANDALOUS:
"CHEERFULLY
HAMM NEMPIEY AND KEANU REEVES AM THE NOTTES
OLDER WOMAN/YOUNGER MAN DUO IN YEARS/
AND PETER FALK SOARS RIGHT OVER THE TOP- Karen Durbin MIRABELLA

"ROLLICKING...A CINEMATIC THREE-RING CIRCUS.
Peter Falk is pure pleasure Its a virtuoso side-splitting performance
A whirling dervish at a movie
- Gail Eicnentnar CBS -RADIO

"WILD AND WACKY.

Melinda Porter Specie

Left to right. Jessie C’han, Daryl Get, Jennifer
Widdicombe and Jenn Dunlgan help raise about

eviewwir

KEANU’S EXCELLENT ADVENTURE.’
"PETER AND
Falk
The In -Laws
has his funniest part since

- Joey Berlin, SPIN MAGAZINE

"LOADS OF OUTRAGEOUS FUN."
’,AN JOSE MERCURY NE wV,

LLIVO,

The

The coffee is 75,
but the information
is priceless.

Daring to be different without forgetting to be funny

Glenn

u

"RECKLESSLY LUNATIC COMEDY."
Barbara Hershey Keane Reeves and Peter Falk

Come to the GRE Forum for the
information you need to make an
educated decision about graduate
school. Meet deans and other key
representatives from 60 top
graduate schools. Find out
about their programs of
study, financial aid, and
the GRE tests. All for
the $3 admission
and the price of
a cup of coffee.

GRE/CGS
Graduate
School
Forum

Workshop Schedule
8:30-10:00
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CALI. ThILIMIL FOR SHOWTIMEll

504 se,o

10:15-11:15
11:45-12:45

PRE-FORUM Workshop on
Admissions and Financial Aid
Issues Facing the Returning Student
GRE Test Preparation

15-2.1
2 45-3 45

Minorities in Graduate Education
GRE Program Question and Answer
Session

Discipline Discussions
11:00-12:00
12:00- 1:00

Psychology Education
Biological Sciences Physical
Sciences Health Sciences

Dady

’f$1,500 for the Children’s Hospital in Oakland
at the (’hl Omega solleyball-a-thon Sundat

1.00-200
2’00-3:00

Political Science Sociology
Psychology
Computer Science Engineering
Mathematics

Registration begins at 8 Or.) a m November 10 San Francisco
Hotel Meridien 50 Third Street
For TON information cal GRE Inquiry 809-771.7670 Sponsored by the GRE Board and the Council of Graduate School..

